ONLY THE STRONGEST SURVIVE.

StrongBox batteries—tough enough for ag
applications and, of course, everything else—
Automotive • Marine • RV & ATV • Construction
• Lawn & Turf Care

overcharging • Low maintenance—no need to add water during normal service life
• Unique lead alloy formula
offers superior resistance to
grid corrosion
• Superior reserve capacity
• Full frame cast grid increases strength and durability •
Dry-charged for the freshest
battery at time of sale.

• Hot-melt installation
protects against vibration
damage • Through-the-wall,
welded intercell connectors
provide quick starts and
increase power in extreme
conditions • Envelope
separators eliminate electrical
shorts and prevent corrosion
• Heavy-duty grids provide
enhanced durability.

We never stop
So you always start

RoadGard™
Improved resistance to

Performance
Heavy-duty poly containers

Think all batteries are the same? Don’t be so sure. A tractor

Spiral Energy
Six-valve isolated design

allows gas to escape in the
event of an overcharge
• Extra-heavy duty straps
create superior conductivity,
strength, and durability
• Through-the-partition weld
design ensures ultimate
conductivity and resistance
to vibration • Vitreous separators aid in recombinations
and faster recharge.

At John Deere, we don’t want anything keeping you from doing your job.
So we offer StrongBox premium batteries to fight the top three causes of
battery failure – high heat, vibration and lack of maintenance. StrongBox
batteries keep their cool in extreme temperatures, aren’t shaken by vigorous
with Polen!
vibration and keep going when other batteries wouldKeep
callRollin’
it quits.
And since
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they have more life, you’ll have less chance of downtime.

requires a battery a lot tougher than the one you’d put in your
truck. John Deere StrongBox batteries can outlast
ordinary
™
car batteries by more than 800 percent, so just imagine how
well they’ll perform in your everyday applications. John Deere
StrongBox. Get yours at Polen Implement today.

